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Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistics: A practical guide to text analysis with Python, Gensim, spaCy, and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Work with Python and powerful open source tools such as Gensim and spaCy to perform modern text analysis, natural language processing, and computational linguistics algorithms.

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover the open source Python text analysis ecosystem, using spaCy, Gensim, scikit-learn, and...
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Practical JSF in Java EE 8Apress, 2018

	
		Master the Java EE 8 and JSF (JavaServer Faces) APIs and web framework with this practical, projects-driven guide to web development. This book combines theoretical background with a practical approach by building four real-world applications. By developing these JSF web applications, you'll take a tour through the other...
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The Enchanted Hour: The Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in the Age of DistractionHarper Perennial, 2019

	
		A Wall Street Journal writer’s conversation-changing look at how reading aloud makes adults and children smarter, happier, healthier, more successful and more closely attached, even as technology pulls in the other direction.

		

		A miraculous alchemy occurs when one person reads to another, transforming...
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Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, Patterns for Resource Management (Wiley Software Patterns Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This is a book about patterns for resource management in software systems. The patterns provide solutions for problems that are typically encountered by software architects and developers when trying to provide an effective and efficient means of managing resources in a software system. Efficient management of resources is critical in the...
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Python Pocket Reference, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2001
This pocket reference covers the latest Python release 2.2. It is a short, concise reference for the Python programming language, and its most commonly used libraries and tools. Designed to be a quick and easy to use resource for developers, this book serves as a natural companion to O'Reilly's Learning Python and...
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Flash Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004

	This collection offers expert Flash tips and tricks for optimization, creating interesting effects, ActionScript programming, sound and video effects, and much more--and you don't need to be an expert to use them (although you'll certainly look like one). Ranging from practical hacks to the fun and quirky, the book covers Flash MX,...
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Sas 9.1 Companion For Windows: BooksSams Publishing, 2004
Every SAS Windows user will benefit from this companion! This companion describes aspects of the SAS interface and the SAS language that are specific to the Microsoft Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Windows XP environments. You will learn how to configure and customize your SAS session to accommodate the way you like to work, manage SAS libraries and...
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AJAX: Creating Web Pages with Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Bruce Perens' Open Source Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The Easy, Example-Based Guide to Ajax for Every Web Developer

 

Using Ajax, you can build Web applications with the sophistication and usability of traditional desktop

...
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CCNA Portable Command Guide (2nd Edition) (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Scott Empson is currently the associate chair of the bachelor of applied information systems technology degree program at the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, teaching Cisco® routing, switching, and network design courses in certificate, diploma, and applied degree programs at the post-secondary level. He...
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Complete Maya Programming, Vol. II: An In-Depth Guide to 3D Fundamentals, Geometry, and ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
David Gould's acclaimed first book, Complete Maya Programming: An Extensive Guide to MEL and the C++ API, provides artists and programmers with a deep understanding of the way Maya works and how it can be enhanced and customized through programming. In his new book David offers a gentle, intuitive introduction to the core ideas of...
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Drools JBoss Rules 5.0 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Business rules can help your business by providing a level of agility and flexibility. As a developer, you will be largely responsible for implementing these business rules effectively, but implementing them systematically can often be difficult due to their complexity. Drools, or JBoss Rules, makes the process of implementing these rules quicker...
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Perl & LWPO'Reilly, 2002
With the LWP (Library for WWW in Perl) suite of modules, your programs can download and extract information from the Web.  Written by a contributor to LWP, and with a foreword by one of LWP's creators, Perl & LWP is the authoritative guide to using this powerful and popular toolkit.You'll learn how to navigate the Web with LWP,...
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